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Abstract. This paper proposes the use of constraint logic programming
(CLP) to perform model checking of traditional, imperative programs.
We present a semantics-preserving translation from an imperative language with heap-allocated mutable data structures and recursive procedures into CLP. The CLP formulation (1) provides a clean way to
reason about the behavior and correctness of the original program, and
(2) enables the use of existing CLP implementations to perform bounded
software model checking, using a combination of symbolic reasoning and
explicit path exploration.

1

Introduction

Ensuring the reliability of software systems is an important but challenging problem. Achieving reliability through testing alone is diﬃcult, due to the test coverage problem. For ﬁnite state systems, model checking techniques that explore all
paths have been extremely successful. However, verifying software systems is a
much harder problem, because such systems are inherently inﬁnite-state: many
variables are (essentially) inﬁnite-domain and the heap is of unbounded size.
A natural method for describing and reasoning about inﬁnite-state systems
is to use constraints. For example, the constraint a[i] > y describes states in
which the ith component of a is greater than y. The close connection between
constraints and program semantics is illustrated by Dijkstra’s weakest precondition translation [10]. This translation expresses the behavior of a code fragment
that does not use iteration or recursion as a boolean combination of constraints.
Fully automatic theorem provers, such as Simplify [9], provide an eﬃcient means
for reasoning about the validity of such combinations of constraints. These techniques provide the foundation of the extended static checkers ESC/Modula-3 [8]
and ESC/Java [14].
Unfortunately, iterative and recursive constructs, such as while loops, for
loops, and recursive procedure calls, cannot be directly translated into boolean
combinations of constraints. Instead, extended static checkers rely on the programmer to supply loop invariants and procedure speciﬁcations to aid in this

translation.1 The need for invariants and speciﬁcations places a signiﬁcant burden on programmer, and is perhaps the reason these checkers are not more widely
used, even though they catch defects and improve software quality [14].
This paper presents a variant of the extended static checking approach that
avoids the need for programmer-supplied invariants and speciﬁcations. Instead,
we start with an unannotated program, which may include iterative and recursive constructs, and asserted correctness properties. We translate this program
into in an extended logic called constraint logic programming (CLP) [19, 21, 20,
22]. Essentially, a constraint logic program consists of the sequence of rules,
each of which deﬁnes a particular relation symbol as a boolean combination of
constraints. Since constraints may refer to relation symbols, these rules can be
self- and mutually-recursive. By expressing iterative and recursive constructs of
the original imperative program as recursive CLP rules, we avoid the need for
programmer-supplied invariants and speciﬁcations.
This paper presents a semantics-preserving translation into CLP from an
imperative language that is inﬁnite-state and that supports global and local
variables, heap-allocated mutable data structures, and recursive procedure calls.
We use this translation to illustrate the connection between imperative programs
and CLP, between program executions and depth-ﬁrst CLP derivations, between
procedure behaviors and sets of ground atoms, and between erroneous program
executions and satisﬁable CLP queries.
Our translation enables the use of eﬃcient CLP implementations, such as
SICStus Prolog [27], to check correctness properties of software. This implementation performs a depth-ﬁrst search for a satisfying assignment, using eﬃcient
constraints solvers to symbolically reason about boolean variables, linear arithmetic, and functional maps. This search strategy corresponds to explicitly exploring all program execution paths, but symbolically reasoning about data values. That is, instead of explicitly enumerating all possible values for an integer
variable x, the CLP implementation symbolically reasons about the consistency
of a collection of constraints or linear inequalities on x. This symbolic analysis
provides greater coverage and more eﬃcient checking.
The depth-ﬁrst search strategy may diverge on software with inﬁnitely long
or inﬁnitely many execution paths. To cope with such systems, we bound the
depth of the CLP search, thus producing a bounded software model checker. Our
translation also facilitates software model checking using other CLP implementation techniques, such as breadth-ﬁrst search, tableaux methods, or subsumption,
which may provide stronger termination and error detection properties.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides
a review of CLP. Section 3 illustrates our CLP translation by applying it to
an example program, and uses the CLP representation to detect defects in the
program. Section 4 presents the imperative language that is the basis for our
formal development, and section 5 translates this language into CLP. Section 6
uses the CLP representation for program checking and defect detection. Section 7
discusses related work, and we concluded in Section 8.
1

Loops without invariants are handled in a manner that is unsound but still useful.

2

A Review of Constraint Logic Programming

In this section, we provide a brief review of the constraint logic programming
paradigm [19, 21, 20, 22]. A term t is either a variable or the application of a
primitive function f to a sequence of terms. An atom r(t) is the application of
a user-deﬁned relation r to a term sequence t. A primitive constraint p(t) is the
application of a primitive predicate p to a term sequence. Constraints include
primitive constraints and their negations, conjunction, disjunction, and atoms.
A rule r(t) ← c is an (implicitly universally quantiﬁed) implication, and provides
a deﬁnition of the relational symbol r. For example, the rule r(x, y) ← x = y
deﬁnes r as the identity relation.
Primitive functions include binary functions for addition and subtraction,
nullary constants, and the select and store operations, which are explained
in Section 5. Primitive predicates include equality, disequality, inequalities, and
the nullary predicates true and false. We sometimes write binary function and
predicate applications using inﬁx instead of preﬁx notation.
CLP Syntax
(terms)
t ::= x | f (t)
(atoms)
a ::= r(t)
(constraints) c ::= p(t) | ¬p(t)
| c∧c|c∨c|a
(rules)
R ::= a ← c

(variables)
(constants)
(primitive fns)
(primitive preds)
(relation names)

x, y, z
k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}
f ∈ {k, +, −, select, store}
p ∈ {true , false, =, =, <, . . .}
r

 is a sequence of rules. These rules may be self- or mutuallyA CLP program R
 may yield multiple models. We are only
recursive, and so the CLP program R

interested in the least model of R that is compatible with the intended interpretation D of the primitive functions and predicates. In particular, we are interested
 implies a particuin the question of whether this least compatible model of R
˜
˜ a existentially

lar goal or atom a, which we write as lm(R, D) |= ∃ a, where ∃
quantiﬁes over all free variables in a.
Much work on the implementation and optimization of CLP programs has
focused on answering such queries eﬃciently. In the following section, we leverage
this eﬀort to check correctness properties of an example program, without the
need for procedure speciﬁcations or loop invariants.

3

Overview

To illustrate our method, consider the example program shown in Figure 1, column 1. This program is a variant of the locking example used by the BLAST
checker [18]. The procedures lock and unlock acquire and release the lock L, respectively, where L = 1 if the lock is held, and is zero otherwise. The correctness
property we wish to check is that (1) the procedure lock is never called when
the lock is already held, and (2) the procedure unlock is never called unless the
lock is already held. These correctness properties are expressed as assertions in
the lock and unlock procedures. Hence, checking these properties reduces to

Program

Transfer relations

Error relations

lock() {
Tlock(L, N, D, L1 , N, D) ←
assert L = 0; ∧ L = 0
L := 1;
∧ L1 = 1
}

Elock(L, N, D) ←
L = 0

unlock() {
Tunlock(L, N, D, L1 , N, D) ←
assert L = 1; ∧ L = 1
L := 0;
∧ L1 = 0
}

Eunlock(L, N, D) ←
L = 1

main() {
loop();
unlock();
}

Emain(L, N, D) ←
∨ Eloop(L, N, D)
∨ ∧ Tloop(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
∧ Eunlock(L1 , N1 , D1 )

Tmain(L, N, D, L2 , N2 , D2 ) ←
∧ Tloop(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
∧ Tunlock(L1 , N1 , D1 , L2 , N2 , D2 )

loop() {
Tloop(L, N, D, L4 , N4 , D4 ) ←
Eloop(L, N, D) ←
lock();
∧ Tlock(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
∨ Elock(L, N, D)
D := N;
∨ ∧ Tlock(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
∧ D 2 = N1
unl();
∧ D 2 = N1
∧ Tunl(L1 , N1 , D2 , L3 , N3 , D3 )
if (N != D) { ∧ ∨ ∧ N3 = D3
∧ ∨ Eunl(L1 , N1 , D2 )
loop();
∧ Tloop(L3 , N3 , D3 , L4 , N4 , D4 )
∨ ∧ Tunl(L1 , N1 , D2 , L3 , N3 , D3 )
} else {
∨ ∧ N3 = D 3
∧ N3 = D3
// skip
∧ L4 = L3
∧ Eloop(L3 , N3 , D3 )
}
∧ N 4 = N3
}
∧ D4 = D3
unl() {
Tunl(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 ) ←
if (*) {
∨ Tunlock(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
unlock(); ∨ ∧ L1 = L
// N++;
∧ N1 = N
} else {
∧ D1 = D
// skip
}
}

Eunl(L, N, D) ←
Eunlock(L, N, D)

Fig. 1. The example program and the corresponding error and transfer relations.

checking whether the example program goes wrong by violating either of these
assertions.
The example contains three other routines, which manipulate two additional
global variables, N and D. Thus, the state of the store is captured by the triple
L, N, D. The example uses the notation if (*) ... to express nondeterministic choice.
Our method translates each procedure m into two CLP relations:
1. the error relation Em(L, N, D), which describes states L, N, D from which
the execution of m may go wrong by failing an assertion, and
2. the transfer relation Tm(L, N, D, L , N  , D ), which, when m terminates normally, describes the relation between the pre-state L, N, D and post-state
L , N  , D  of m.

The transfer and error relations for the example program are shown in Figure 1, columns 2 and 3, respectively. The relation Elock says that lock goes
wrong if L is not initially 0, and Tlock says that lock terminates normally
if L is initially 0, where L = 1 and N and D are unchanged the post-state.
The relation Emain says that main goes wrong if either loop goes wrong, or
loop terminates normally and unlock goes wrong in the post-state of loop. The
other relation deﬁnitions are similarly intuitive. Automatically generating these
deﬁnitions from the program source code is straightforward.
We use these relation deﬁnitions to check if an invocation of main may go
wrong by asking the CLP query Emain(L, N, D). This query is satisﬁable in the
case where L = 1, indicating that the program may go wrong if the lock is held
initially, and an inspection of the source code shows that this is indeed the case.
If we provide the additional precondition that the lock is not initially held,
then the corresponding CLP query
L = 0 ∧ Emain(L, N, D)
is still satisﬁable. An examination of the satisfying CLP derivation shows that it
corresponds to the following execution trace: main calls loop, which calls lock,
which returns to loop, which calls unl, which calls unlock, which returns to
unl, which returns to loop, which returns to main, which calls unlock, which
fails its assertion, since there are two calls to unlock without an intervening call
to lock.
The reason for this bug is that the increment operation N++ in unl (which is
present in the original BLAST example) is commented out. After uncommenting
this increment operation, the modiﬁed transfer relation for unl is:
Tunl(L, N, D, L1 , N2 , D1 ) ←
∨ ∧ Tunlock(L, N, D, L1 , N1 , D1 )
∧ N2 = N1 + 1
∨ ∧ L1 = L
∧ N2 = N
∧ D1 = D

The above CLP query is now unsatisﬁable, indicating that the ﬁxed example
program does not go wrong and thus satisﬁes the desired correctness property.

4

The Source Language

This section presents the syntax and semantics of the imperative language that
we use as the basis for our formal development.
4.1

Syntax

A program is a sequence of procedure deﬁnitions. Each procedure deﬁnition consists of a procedure name and a sequence of formal parameters, which are bound

in the procedure body, and can be α-renamed in the usual fashion. The procedure
body is an expression. Expressions include variable reference and assignment,
let-expressions, application of primitive functions and user-deﬁned procedures,
conditionals, and assertions. To illustrate the handling of heap-allocated data
structures, the language includes mutable pairs, and provides operations to create pairs and to access and update each ﬁeld i of a pair, for i = 1, 2. Although
our language does not include iterative constructs such as while or for loops,
they can easily being encoded as tail-recursive procedures. In addition to local variables bound by let-expressions and parameter lists, programs may also
manipulate the global variables g . For simplicity, the language is untyped, although we syntactically distinguish boolean expressions, which are formed by
the application of a primitive predicate to a sequence of arguments.
Programming Language Syntax

(procedure names)
(programs) P ::= D
(global variables)
(definitions) D ::= m(
x) {e}
(expressions) e ::= x | x := e | let x = e in e
(special variables)
| f (e) | m(e) | if p(e) e e
| assert p(e) | e, e | e.i | e.i := e

m
g
h = h.h1 .h2

Throughout this paper, we assume the original program and the desired correctness property have already been combined into an instrumented program,
which includes assert statements that check that the desired correctness property is respected by the program. We say an execution of the instrumented
program goes wrong if it fails an assertion because the original program fails the
desired correctness property. The focus of this paper is to statically determine
if the instrumented program can go wrong.
 to denote a sequence of entities, X.
 Y
 denotes sequence
Notation We use X
concatenation, and  is the empty sequence. We sometimes interpret sequences
as sets, and vice-versa. If M is a (partial) map, then the map M [X := Y ] maps
X to Y and is otherwise identical to M , and the map M [−X] is undeﬁned on
 := Y
 ] and M [−X]
 are
X and is otherwise identical to M . The operations M [X


deﬁned analogously. We use X = Y to abbreviate X1 = Y1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xn = Yn .
We use e1 ; e2 to abbreviate let x = e1 in e2 , where x is not free in e2 .
4.2

Semantics

We formalize the meaning of programs using a “big step” operation semantics. A
store σ is a partial mapping from variables to values. The set of values includes
constants and maps. To represent pairs, the store σ maps three special variables,
h, h1 , and h2 , to maps. The map σ(h) describes which locations have been allocated, and σ(h1 ) and σ(h2 ) describe the components of allocated pairs. For any
heap location l, if σ(h)(l) = 0 then the location l is not allocated, otherwise the

P  e : σ → σ, v

P  e : σ wr
P  e : σ wr

P  x := e : σ wr

P  x : σ → σ, σ(x)

P  e1 : σ wr

P  let x = e1 in e2 : σ wr

P  e : σ → σ , v

P  x := e : σ → σ  [x := v], v

P  e1 : σ → σ , v1
P  e2 : σ [x := v1 ] wr

P  let x = e1 in e2 : σ wr

P  e1 : σ → σ , v1
P  e2 : σ [x := v1 ] → σ , v2

P  let x = e1 in e2 : σ → σ  [−x], v2
P 
e : σ → σ , v

P 
e : σ wr

P  f (e) : σ → σ  , Mf (f, v )

P  f (e) : σ wr

P  e : σ → σ , 
v
m(
x) {e} ∈ P

x ∩ dom(σ ) = ∅
P  e : σ [
x := v] wr

P  e : σ → σ , 
v
m(
x) {e} ∈ P

x ∩ dom (σ ) = ∅
P  e : σ [
x := 
v ] → σ , v

P  m(e) : σ → σ  [−
x], v

P  m(e) : σ wr

P  e : σ wr

P  if p(e) e1 e2 : σ wr
P 
e : σ wr

P  assert p(e) : σ wr

P  e : σ → σ , 
v
v ) then i = 1 else i = 2
if Mp (p, 
P  ei : σ wr

P  if p(e) e1 e2 : σ wr

P  e : σ → σ , 
v
Mp (p, 
v ) = false

P  assert p(e) : σ wr

P 
e : σ → σ , v
Mp (p, 
v ) = true

P  assert p(e) : σ → σ, 0

P  e : σ → σ , l

P  e.i : σ → σ  , σ(hi )(l)

P  e1 .e2 : σ wr

P  e1 .i := e2 : σ wr
P  e : σ → σ  , v

P   : σ → σ, 

P  if p(e) e1 e2 : σ → σ  , v

P  e1 , e2  : σ → σ  , l

P  e1 , e2  : σ wr
P  e : σ wr

P 
e : σ → σ , v
if Mp (p, 
v ) then i = 1 else i = 2
P  ei : σ → σ , v

P  e1 .e2 : σ → σ , v1 .v2
σ (h)(l) = 0
σ = σ [h := σ (h)[l := 1], hi := σ (hi )[l := vi ]i∈1,2 ]

P  e1 .e2 : σ wr

P  e.i : σ wr

P  e : σ wr

P  m(e) : σ wr

P  e1 .e2 : σ → σ , v1 .v2
σ = σ [hi := σ (hi )[v1 := v2 ]]

P  e1 .i := e2 : σ → σ  , v2

P  e : σ wr
P  e : σ wr

P  e.e : σ wr

P  e : σ → σ , v
P 
e : σ wr

P  e.e : σ wr

Fig. 2. Evaluation rules.

P  e : σ → σ , v
P 
e : σ → σ , 
v

P  e.e : σ → σ  , v.v

components of the pair at location l are given by σ(h1 )(l) and σ(h2 )(l), respectively. This representation of pairs signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the correspondence
proof between imperative programs and constraint logic programs.
The judgment P  e : σ → σ  , v states that, when started from an initial store
σ, the evaluation of expression e may terminate normally yielding a result value
v and resulting store σ  . The judgment P  e : σ wr states that, when started
from an initial store σ, the evaluation of expression e may go wrong by failing an
assertion. Similarly, the judgments P  e : σ → σ  , v and P  e : σ wr describes
whether an expression sequence e terminates normally, yielding value sequence
v , or goes wrong, respectively. The rules deﬁning these judgments are shown
in Figure 2. These rules rely on the function Mf : FnSym × Value ∗ → Value
and the relation Mp ⊆ PredSym × Value ∗ to provide the meaning of primitive
functions and predicates, respectively.

5

Translating Imperative Programs into CLP

We now describe the translation of imperative programs into CLP. At each step
in the translation, the environment Γ maps each program variable x into a CLP
term that provides a symbolic representation of the value of x. Given the initial
environment Γ for an expression e, the judgment
Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t
describes the behavior of e. The wrong condition w is a constraint describing
initial states from which e may go wrong by failing an assertion. For example,
the wrong condition of assert x = 0 is Γ (x) = 0, i.e., the assertion goes wrong
if x is not initially 0. Similarly, the normal condition n describes the initial
states from which e may terminate normally. In this case, the environment Γ 
symbolically describes values of variables in the post-state, and the term t is a
symbolic representation of the result of e. The judgment Γ  e → w | n · Γ  · t
behaves in a similar manner on expression sequences, which may go wrong or
may terminate normally producing a value sequence represented by t.
The rules deﬁning these judgements are shown in Figure 3. The rule [exp var]
states that the variable access x never goes wrong and always terminate normally
without changing the program state. The rule retrieves a symbolic representation Γ (x) for the value of x from the environment. The rule [exp assign] for an
assignment x := e determines a symbolic representation t for e, and updates
the environment to record that t represents of the current value of x. The rule
[exp let] states that let x = e1 in e2 goes wrong if either e1 goes wrong or if e1
terminates normally and e2 goes wrong.
Some translation rules are more complicated. For example, the rule [exp if]
for the conditional if p(e) e1 e2 needs to merge the environments Γi produced by
the translation of ei , for i = 1, 2. To accomplish this merge, the rule determines
the set 
y of variables assigned in either e1 or e2 , and introduces an environment
Γ  that maps y to fresh variables. Then, having determined that the branch
ei of the conditional is executed, the rule asserts that the Γ  (y ) = Γi (y ), thus

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t

[exp assign]

[exp var]

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t

Γ  x := e → w | n·Γ  [x := t]·t

Γ  x → false | true ·Γ ·Γ (x)
[exp let]

Γ  e1 → w1 | n1 ·Γ1 ·t1
Γ1 [x := t1 ]  e2 → w2 | n2 ·Γ2 ·t2
Γ  let x = e1 in e2 → w1 ∨ (n1 ∧ w2 ) | n1 ∧ n2 ·Γ2 [−x]·t2

[exp fn]

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t

Γ  f (
e) → w | n·Γ  ·f (t)

[exp if]

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t
Γ   ei → wi | ni ·Γi ·ti
[exp call]
z fresh

y = {y | Γ1 (y) = Γ2 (y)}

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t
Γ1 (x)
if x ∈ 
y
Γ  (x) =




z, g , h fresh
fresh var if x ∈ 
y
w ≡ w ∨ (n ∧ Em (t, Γ  (g ), Γ  (h))) w ≡ w ∨ (n ∧ p(t) ∧ w1 ) ∨ (n ∧ ¬p(t) ∧ w2 )
n ≡ n ∧ Tm (t, Γ  (g ), Γ  (h), g , h , z) n1 ≡ n ∧ p(t) ∧ n1 ∧ z = t1 ∧ Γ  (
y) = Γ1 (
y)










n2 ≡ n ∧ ¬p(t) ∧ n2 ∧ z = t2 ∧ Γ (
y) = Γ2 (
y)
Γ ≡ Γ [g := g , h := h ]
Γ  m(
e) → w  | n ·Γ  ·z
Γ  if p(
e) e1 e2 → w  | (n1 ∨ n2 )·Γ  ·z
[exp assert]

Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t
Γ  assert p(
e) → w ∨ (n ∧ ¬p(t)) | n ∧ p(t)·Γ  ·0

[exp pair]

Γ  e1 .e2 → w | n·Γ  ·t1 .t2
Γ ≡ Γ [hi := store(Γ  (hi ), l, ti )i∈1,2 , h := store(Γ  (h), l, 1)]
l fresh
n ≡ n ∧ select(Γ (h), l) = 0)




Γ  e1 , e2 → w | n ·Γ  ·l

[exp field assign]
[exp field ref]


Γ  e → w | n·Γ ·t

Γ  e.i → w | n·Γ  ·select(Γ  (hi ), t)

Γ  e1 .i := e2 → w | n·Γ  ·t2

[exps some]

[exps none]
Γ1   → false | true ·Γ ·

D→R

Γ  e1 .e2 → w | n·Γ  ·t1 .t2
Γ ≡ Γ  [hi := store(Γ  (hi ), t1 , t2 )]


Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t
Γ   e → w | n ·Γ  ·t
Γ  e.
e → w ∨ (n ∧ w  ) | n ∧ n ·Γ  ·t.t


P →R

[def]

Γ ≡ [
x := 
x, g := g , h := h]
Γ

e
→
w | n·Γ  ·t


x, g , h) ← w
 = Em (
R
x, g , h, Γ  (g ), Γ  (h), t) ← n
Tm (

 m(
x) {e} → R

[defs]

P = D1 . · · · .Dn

i
 Di → R

 P → R1 . · · · .Rn

Fig. 3. Translation rules.

recording that the representation of y in the resulting environment Γ  come from
the branch ei . This translation of conditionals avoids the exponential blow-up of
traditional VC generation algorithms [10], and is analogous to the compact VC
generation algorithm of ESC/Java [16].
Our translation for pairs relies on the primitive functions select and store,
where store(a, i, v) extends a functional map a at index i with value v, and
select(a, i) selects the element at index i from map a. These two functions
satisfy the select-of-store axioms:
select(store(a, i, v), i) = v
i = j ⇒ select(store(a, i, v), j) = select(a, j)
To aid in the translation, the environment Γ maps the special variables h, h1 , h2
into CLP terms that symbolically model of the current state of the heap. The
rule [exp pair] for the pair creation expression e1 , e2  introduces a fresh variable l and asserts that select(Γ (h), l) = 0, which means that the location l
is not yet allocated. The rule then updates the environment (1) to map h to
store(Γ (h), l, 1), indicating that location l is now allocated, and (2) to map
each hi to store(Γ (hi ), l, ti ), where the term ti represents the value of ei , for
i = 1, 2. Thus, the rule records the contents of the pair in the new terms for h1
and h2 . The rules for accessing and updating pairs operate in a similar manner.
The most novel aspect of our translation concerns its handling of procedure
calls. Earlier approaches translated procedure calls using user-supplied speciﬁcations. However, since writing speciﬁcations for all procedures imposes a significant burden on the programmer, we use a diﬀerent approach that leverages the
ability to deﬁne relation symbols recursively in CLP.
We translate each procedure deﬁnition m(x) {e} into two rules. The ﬁrst rule
deﬁnes an error relation Em that describes pre-states from which an invocation of
m may go wrong; the second rule deﬁnes a transfer relation Tm that, in situations
where m terminates normally, describes the pre-state/post-state relation of m.
The arguments to the error relation Em are the formal parameters x, the global
variables g , plus the three special variables h = h.h1 .h2 that model the heap. The
arguments to Tm are again the formal parameters x, the globals g , the special
variables h, followed by g , which represents the post-state of the global variables,
followed by h = h .h1  .h2  , which represents the post heap state, followed by a
term representing the return value of m. The rule [exp call] for a procedure call
m(e) generates a wrong condition w that uses Em to express states from which
the execution of m(e) may go wrong, and generates a normal condition n that
uses Tm to describe how m(e) may terminate normally.
5.1

Correctness of the Translation

Given an imperative program P , we translate it into error and transfer rela according to the translation rule  P → R.
 For any expression e, the
tions R
judgement
Γ  e → w | n·Γ  ·t

describes the behavior of that expression from any initial state σ that is com˜

patible with Γ , i.e., where dom(Γ ) ⊆
 dom(σ) and lm(R, D) |= ∃ (σ = Γ ). We
use the notation σ = Γ to abbreviate x∈dom(σ) σ(x) = Γ (x), where σ(x) means
the ground term representing the value σ(x).
To determine if e goes wrong from σ (i.e., P  e : σ wr), we check
˜ (σ = Γ ∧ w) .
 D) |= ∃
lm(R,
Similarly, to check if e terminates normally, yielding post-store σ  and result v,
we check
˜ (σ = Γ ∧ n ∧ σ  = Γ  ∧ v = t) .
 D) |= ∃
lm(R,
Thus, to check if the program’s initial procedure main goes wrong, we use the
CLP query:
 D) |= ∃
˜ Emain (g , h) .
lm(R,
If this query is satisﬁable, the CLP implementation returns a satisfying assignment for g and h, describing the initial state of an erroneous execution. If the
CLP implementation also returns a CLP derivation, then this derivation corresponds in a fairly direct manner to a trace of the erroneous execution.
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Applications

We next consider the example program shown in Figure 4, which, for clarity,
is presented using Java syntax. This class implements rational numbers, where
a rational is represented as a pair of integers for the numerator and denominator. The class contains a constructor for creating rationals and a method trunc
for converting a rational to an integer. The example also contains a test harness, which reads in two integers, n and d, ensures that d is not zero, creates
a corresponding rational, and then repeatedly prints out the truncation of the
rational.
We wish to check that a division-by-zero error never occurs. We express this
correctness property as an assertion in the trunc method, and translate the
instrumented program into CLP rules. The CLP query Emain() is satisﬁable,
indicating an error in the program. An investigation of a satisfying CLP derivation reveals the source of the error: the arguments are passed to the Rational
constructor in the wrong order. Note that since both arguments are integers,
Java’s type system does not catch this error.
After ﬁxing this bug, the query Emain() is now unsatisﬁable, indicating that
a division-by-zero error cannot occur. However, the CLP implementation that
we use, SICStus Prolog [27], requires several seconds to answer this query, since
its depth-ﬁrst search strategy explicitly iterates through the loop in main 10,000
times.
To avoid this ineﬃciency, we are currently developing a CLP implementation optimized towards software model checking. This implementation uses lazy
predicate abstraction and counter-example driven abstraction reﬁnement. Our

class Rational {
int num, den;
Rational(int n, int d) {
num = n;
den = d;
}
int trunc() {
assert den != 0;
return num/den;
}

public static void main(String[] a) {
int n = readInt(), d = readInt();
if( d == 0 ) {
return;
}
Rational r = new Rational(d,n);
for(int i=0; i<10000; i++) {
print( r.trunc() );
}
}

}
Fig. 4. The example program Rational.

prototype implementation determines the unsatisﬁability of the Rational example in just two iterations. We are currently extending this implementation to
handle more realistic benchmarks.
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Related Work

This paper can be viewed as a synthesis of ideas from extended static checking [8,
14] and model checking [5, 24, 3, 23]. An extended static checker translates the
given program into a combination of constraints over program variables, and
uses sophisticated decision procedures to reason about the validity of these constraints, thus performing a precise, goal-directed analysis. However, the translation of (recursive) procedure calls requires programmer-supplied speciﬁcations.
We build on top of the ESC approach, but avoid the need for procedure speciﬁcations by targeting the extended logic of CLP, in which we can express recursion
directly.
The depth-ﬁrst search of standard CLP implementations [27] corresponds to
explicit path exploration, much like that performed by software model checkers,
such as Bandera [11]. However, whereas Bandera relies on programmer-supplied
abstractions to abstract (inﬁnite-state) data variables, the CLP implementation
reasons about data values using collections of constraints, thus providing a form
of automatic data abstraction. The programmer-supplied abstractions of Bandera do provide stronger termination guarantees, but may yield false alarms.
The software checkers SLAM [1] and BLAST [18] use a combination of predicate abstraction [17] and automatic predicate inference to avoid false alarms and
the need for programmer-supplied abstractions, though they may not terminate.
These tools have been successfully
applied to a number of device drivers. Both tools abstract the given imperative program to a ﬁnite-state boolean program, which is then model checked.

This paper suggests that the well-studied logic of CLP may also provide a suitable foundation for the development of such tools.
Delzanno and Podelski [7] also explore the use of CLP for model checking.
They focus on concurrent systems expressed in the guarded-command speciﬁcation language proposed by Shankar [26], which does not provide explicit support
for dynamic allocation or recursion. The performance of their CLP-based model
checking approach is promising.
Bruening [2] has built a dynamic assertion checker based on state-space exploration for multithreaded Java programs. Stoller [28] provides a generalization
of Bruening’s method to allow model checking of programs with either messagepassing or shared-memory communication. Both of these approaches operate on
the concrete program without any abstraction. Yahav [30] describes a method to
model check multithreaded Java programs using a 3-valued logic [25] to abstract
the store.
Abstract interpretation [6] is a standard framework for developing and describing program analyses. It provides the semantics basis for the abstractions
in the above model checking tools and it has been applied successfully in many
applications, including rocket controllers [29].
Instead of avoiding the need for loop invariants and speciﬁcations, another
approach is to infer such annotations automatically. The Houdini annotation
inference system [15, 13] re-uses ESC/Java as a subroutine in a generate-andtest approach to annotation inference. Daikon uses an empirical approach to
ﬁnd probable invariants [12].
Symbolic execution is the underlying technique of the successful bug-ﬁnding
tool PREﬁx for C and C++ programs [4]. For each procedure in the given
program, PREﬁx synthesizes a set of execution paths, called a model. Models
are used to reason about calls, which makes the process somewhat modular,
except that ﬁxpoints of models are approximated iteratively for recursive and
mutually recursive calls.

8

Conclusion

This paper explores the connection between two programming paradigms: the
traditional imperative paradigm and the constraint logic programming paradigm.
We have expressed the correctness of imperative programs in terms of CLP satisﬁability, based on a novel, semantics-preserving translation from imperative
programs to CLP programs. The resulting CLP programs provide a clean way
to reason about the behavior and correctness of the original imperative program.
This connection has immediate practical applications: it enables us to use existing CLP implementations to check correctness properties of imperative programs. For depth-ﬁrst CLP implementations, this approach yields an eﬃcient
method for bounded model checking of software, using a combination of symbolic reasoning for data values and explicit path exploration.
Finally, the logic of CLP is well-studied [19, 21, 20, 22], and may provide optimizations and implementation techniques such as tableaux methods and sub-

sumption [22], which oﬀer the promise of complete model checking on certain
classes of inﬁnite-state programs. More experience on practical examples is certainly necessary, and may provide intuition and motivation to develop specialized
CLP implementations optimized for software model checking.
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